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Abstract

Gold-core/silver-shell nanoparticles featuring core diameters of 13 or 25 nm were prepared in aqueous solution.

Silver-coated gold nanoparticles have two distinct plasmon absorption bands whose relative intensities depend on the

shell thickness – features that are captured well by classical Mie theory. The core/shell spectra are not simply linear

combinations of the pure-component spectra. Theory shows that shell dielectric effects upon the core can cause

broadening, shifting, and, in some cases, damping of dominant extinction spectral features. Preliminary studies show

that core–shell particles are reasonably efficient hyper-Rayleigh scatterers under conditions of two-photon resonance or

near resonance with a high-energy plasmon band. � 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

Nanoscale metal particles have attracted sig-
nificant recent attention because of their unusual
size-dependent optical and electronic properties
and because of their potential for application in
novel electronic devices, nonlinear optical devices,
chemical and biochemical sensors, and catalysis
[1–10]. Nanoparticles of free-electron metals, es-

pecially silver, gold, and copper, have been of
particular interest spectroscopically because of
their intense visible-region extinction – a property
largely due to surface plasmon absorption (col-
lective excitation of conduction-band electrons)
[11]. The intense absorption and accompanying
excitation translate into greatly enhanced local
electromagnetic fields – which in turn can enhance
otherwise weak multi-photon processes such as
Raman scattering [12–15] and hyper-Rayleigh
scattering (HRS) [8,16–20].

We have begun investigating metal-core/metal-
shell particles from the point of view of optimizing
‘hyper-photonic’ behavior, especially HRS. We
note that the c-irradiation based preparation, and
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linear optical characterization, of Ag/Cd, Ag/Pb,
and Ag/In core/shell particles was reported as early
as 1980 by Henglein and co-workers [21,22]. More
recently, Henglein has described the preparation
and linear optical characterization of Au/Pt and
Pt/Au core/shell particles [23]. More closely related
to the work described here are reports by Mulva-
ney et al. [24], and by Kreibig and co-workers [25],
on the preparation and linear optical character-
ization of particles featuring 6 nm diameter Ag
cores and Au shells of varying thickness, and by
Link et al. [26] on 17–25 nm diameter Au–Ag alloy
nanoparticles. Both groups reported deviations in
optical behavior from the simplest expectations of
classical Mie theory [27,28]. In Mulvaney’s work,
the case was convincingly made that the deviations
were due to significant alloy formation. In Link’s
study, agreement was obtained once experimen-
tally determined alloy dielectric constants were
substituted for simple composition-weighted av-
erages in the Mie treatment.

Here we report the synthesis and linear optical
properties of gold-core/silver-shell nanoparticles
ranging in diameter from about 14 to about 27 nm.
We find that the particles’ linear extinction spectra
are reasonably well described by Mie theory over the
range of core and shell sizes examined. We also re-
port on preliminary studies of HRS for particles
featuring 13 nm gold cores and various sized silver
shells, under conditions of two-photon resonance or
near resonance with a high-energy plasmon band.

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents

HAuCl4 (Aldrich Chemical), silver nitrate
(Mallinckrodt), and citric acid trisodium salt (J.T.
Baker Chemical) were used as received. Distilled
water was purified with a Quantum EX Millipore
system (> 18 MX) and passed through a 0:22 lm
particulate filter.

2.2. Preparation of colloidal nanoparticles

Colloidal Au particles (13 and 25 nm diameter)
were prepared by citrate reduction of HAuCl4 as

reported previously [29,30]. Gold-core/silver-shell
nanoparticles were prepared by using a ‘seed
colloid’ technique [31] as follows. An aqueous
AgNO3 solution was added to a boiling solution
of 13 or 25 nm gold particles (0.91 mM based on
atoms), followed by 0.86 ml of 1.0% sodium ci-
trate solution. Heating was continued for 1 h
followed by slow cooling to room temperature. In
the modified procedure, the silver shell thickness
is controlled by varying the amount of AgNO3

solution added to the bare gold particles. Core/
shell particles with nominal silver mole fractions,
vAg, of 0.14, 0.25, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.57, and gold
core diameters of 13 and 25 nm were prepared in
this way.

2.3. Measurements

UV–visible extinction spectra were recorded
with a HP 8524A diode array spectrophotometer.
Particle sizes were evaluated by high-resolution
transmission microscopy (HRTEM) using a Hit-
achi HF-2000 filed emission TEM operating at 200
kV. From the TEM images the size distributions of
the samples are determined by counting at least
280 particles. Elemental analysis (Au and Ag) in
the core–shell particles was determined by induc-
tively coupled plasma (ICP, ATOMSCAN 25
spectrometer) measurements. HRS measurements
of colloidal suspensions of core/shell particles were
performed by using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser source and lock-in detection as previously
described [17,18]. Nanoparticle HRS intensities
were calibrated by using HRS from the solvent
(water) as an internal reference [8].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nanoparticle synthesis

Fig. 1 shows TEM-derived histograms of parti-
cle size for a nominally 25 nm diameter gold
nanoparticle sample and for a sample that had been
further reacted with AgNO3 to create a silver shell.
The histograms show that: (a) reasonably low size-
polydispersity is obtained, and (b) the core/shell
particles are, on average, larger than the parent
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core particles. For the example shown, the average
radii are 24:8 � 1:5 nm and 29:2 � 2:3 nm, as de-
termined by computer-based measurement of the
particle diameters. It is clear that the observed di-
mensional changes are consistent with those ex-
pected based on quantitative conversion of added
silver ions to silver-shell material. It is also clear,
however, that the uncertainties in the measure-
ments are large enough that particle size changes
associated with shell formation cannot be used to
establish with reliability the overall elemental
composition. ICP measurements of elemental
composition were made for three representative Au
core/Ag shell particle samples and are consistent
with the expected compositions assuming quanti-
tative reaction of starting materials. (For samples
with 13 nm cores: vAgðexpectedÞ ¼ 0:14, vAg

ðobservedÞ ¼ 0:14 � 0:01; vAgðexpectedÞ ¼ 0:38;
vAgðobservedÞ ¼ 0:40 � 0:02. For a sample with a

25 nm core: vAgðexpectedÞ ¼ 0:47, vAg ðobser-
vedÞ ¼ 0:50 � 0:03).

3.2. Linear extinction spectra

Measured spectra of Au-core/Ag-shell particles
featuring 13 and 25 nm core diameters are shown
in Fig. 2. The spectra are scaled such that each
describes the same total number of gold atoms,
i.e., the ‘molar’ units for extinction coefficients are
referenced to the concentration of gold atoms, not
total metal atoms, present. Shown for comparison
in Fig. 2 are extinction spectra for 13 and 25 nm
particles of pure gold. Particles of pure silver of
similar sizes display a sharp, very intense plasmon
absorption peak centered at 390–400 nm.

Clearly evident, especially at low silver con-
centrations, is the presence of two absorption
bands at energies close to those of the plasmon

Fig. 1. TEM image of 25 nm gold particles coated with 4 nm of silver. This corresponds to a silver mole fraction of 0.56. Bottom left:

particle size histogram for this colloid derived from TEM data. Bottom right: histogram for a parent gold-core particle sample.
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absorption bands of the parent compounds. This
implies that alloy formation does not dominate
the putative core/shell nanoparticle synthesis
process – a single band at intermediate energies
being expected for particles that have alloyed.
While not inconsistent with theory (see below),
also striking is the presence of a well-defined
plasmon band for silver under conditions where
the average shell thickness is as little as ca. 0.6
nm. (Note that an isolated cluster of silver atoms
ca. 0.6 nm in diameter would consist of only
about 10 atoms and would not display plasmon
absorption.)

With increasing silver content, the plasmon
band of gold for each series of core/shell particles
shifts toward shorter wavelengths, eventually be-
ing damped by the shell and hidden by the intense
silver plasmon band. At the same time, the silver

plasmon band shifts to longer wavelengths for
progressively thicker shells. That the observed
spectra for core/shell particles are not simply linear
combinations of spectral properties for the com-
ponent metals is shown in Fig. 3 where artificial
spectra of this kind have been constructed.

3.3. Spectral simulations: model

It is well established that the optical absorption
spectra of free-electron metal nanoparticles, such
as Ag and Au, consist of strong bands that origi-
nate from plasmon excitations. Therefore, we
would also expect the optical spectra of metal
nanoshells to be plasmonic in origin. Mie theory
explains the linear extinction spectra of spherical
nanoparticles of free-electron metals using classi-
cal electrodynamics. We employ a generalized Mie
expression to calculate the combined absorption
and scattering cross-sections of Au-core/Ag-shell
nanoparticles. For a homogeneous sphere, this
extinction cross-section is given by

Cext ¼
2p
k2

X1
n¼1

ð2nþ 1ÞRefan þ bng; ð1Þ

where the scattering coefficients are given by:

Fig. 3. Linear combinations of extinction spectra of 13 nm gold

particles and 10 nm silver particles. The combined spectra

feature a fixed amount of gold, with added silver yielding silver

mole fractions of 0.20, 0.35, 0.46, and 0.55. In a core/shell ge-

ometry, these mole fractions would correspond to silver shell

thicknesses of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 nm based on a 13 nm gold

core.

Fig. 2. Measured extinction spectra of 13 nm (top) and 25 nm

(bottom) gold particles with silver shells corresponding to silver

mole fractions of 0, 0.14, 0.25, 0.40, 0.50, and 0.57, with the

lowest extinction curve in each panel corresponding to pure

gold particles. The units for extinction are based on moles of

metal atoms, not moles of particles.
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In Eqs. (2) and (3), wnðqÞ and nnðqÞ are Riccati–
Bessel functions; x is a size parameter equal to
2pNa=k where a is the radius of the sphere; and m
equals N1=N , the ratio of the refractive indices of
the particle and medium, respectively.

For a spherical core having a homogeneous
shell of uniform thickness, application of electro-
magnetic boundary conditions at both the inner
and outer shell surfaces gives expressions for the
coefficients an and bn as follows:
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ð7Þ
In these equations, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
the core and shell, respectively; a and b are the
inner and outer radii of the coated sphere; and
vnðqÞ is the Riccati–Bessel function that corre-
sponds to the yn Bessel function.

For a complete description of the plasmon
absorption of core/shell particles, absorption
band broadening mechanisms must be consid-
ered. When the particle size is smaller than the
conduction electron mean free path, the metal
dielectric constant changes because electrons
scatter from the particle surfaces [28]. Literature
values for the dielectric constants of gold and
silver [32] were modified by adding a correction
to the bulk plasmon width involving the Fermi
velocity divided by an effective length [33]. For
the core, this length was equated with the core
radius (which is the average classical pathlength
in a sphere [33]); for the shell, it was equated with
the shell thickness. This assumes that the con-
duction electrons scatter incoherently at the Au/
Ag interface as well as at the outer surface of the
particle. Similar calculations performed without
applying this size-dependent correction yielded
extinction spectra with notably poorer agreement
with the experimental spectra. The most obvious
change upon elimination of the correction is a
sharpening and intensification of the higher-en-
ergy silver-like plasmon absorption band. Still, it
should be noted that a definitive statement about
the accuracy of either method is difficult to make,
since structural defects and particle inhomogene-
ities that are not taken into account in the Mie
calculations are likely to affect the extinction
spectra.

3.4. Spectral simulations: data

Fig. 4 shows calculated nanoparticle extinction
spectra for the full range of core and shell sizes
examined. Briefly, the calculations reproduce the
dominant features of the experimental spectra,
including: (a) the appearance of two plasmon
bands for nanoparticles possessing thin or only
moderately thick shells, (b) systematic blue shifts
and intensity damping for the gold-core plasmon
absorption with increasing shell thickness, and (c)
systematic red shifts in silver plasmon absorption
with increasing shell thickness. That agreement
with experiment is not perfect may well reflect
particle size dispersion, shell non-uniformity, and
departures from perfectly spherical particle ge-
ometries in the experimental samples.
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Both experiment and theory yield silver plas-
mon bands that, particularly in the thick shell
limit, are broader than the observed with pure
silver nanoparticles of similar size. The broadening
likely arises from both the limited shell thickness,
which shortens the electron mean-free path as
noted above, and the presence of a high-dielectric
core, which modifies scattering coefficients in a
complex way (cf. Eqs. (4) and (5) vs. (2) and (3)).
The presence of a high-dielectric shell, on the other
hand, predictably damps the intensity of the
plasmon absorption of the gold core. (Note that
the solvent (water) also damps the plasmon in-
tensity, but the higher dielectric and more proxi-
mal silver shell does so more effectively – and
increasingly so, as the shell thickness increases.)

Finally, while the spectra calculated for fixed
ratios of core diameter to shell thickness are re-
markably similar for particles of differing overall
size, the largest particles consistently display

broader plasmon features than do smaller parti-
cles. The difference could reflect a greater role for
the quadrupole moment for the largest particles, as
well as greater radiative damping. The most im-
portant contributor to the broadening, however, is
probably particle size or shape inhomogeneity. For
example, since deposition of the shell material
should occur faster on larger core particles, a slight
degree of polydispersity in the core particle size
distribution could be magnified upon core–shell
particle formation, yielding broadened plasmon
peaks.

3.5. Hyper-Rayleigh scattering

A preliminary study of HRS by particles fea-
turing 13 nm cores and silver shells of various
thicknesses was undertaken. HRS from gold
nanoparticles is extremely efficient and is known to
be significantly enhanced due to plasmon reso-
nance effects. We reasoned that gold-core/silver-
shell particles might show especially strong HRS if
examined under conditions of resonance with the
high-energy silver-like plasmon band. Because
light-absorbing colloidal metal nanoparticles are
subject to photo damage, we chose to excite the
particles off-resonance, with the resonance instead
being achieved with the exciting frequency-doubled
photons. Fig. 5 shows the HRS response at 410 nm
from core/shell particle suspensions in water at
three different particle concentrations, based on
excitation at 820 nm. The responses show the ex-
pected scaling of HRS intensity with the square of
the power of the incident light. The inset shows that
the signal is nearly monochromatic and centered at
410 nm, confirming the assignment as HRS and
ruling out an alternative assignment as two-pho-
ton-absorption-induced fluorescence. Returning to
the central portion of the figure, the HRS intensity
is observed to scale linearly with the nanoparticle
concentration, thereby ruling out the possibility of
significant contributions due to residual coherent
second harmonic generation. (Neglecting absorp-
tion losses, the intensity for coherent frequency
doubling should scale as the square of the particle
concentration. HRS can be viewed essentially as
incoherent SHG, where the lack of coherence re-
flects the fact that the particle and interface sizes

Fig. 4. Calculated extinction spectra of gold core/silver shell

particles with the same compositions and dimensions as those

shown in Fig. 2.
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are small compared with the wavelengths of inci-
dent and doubled light.)

Quantitative analyses of two-photon scattering
efficiencies are possible based on comparisons of
the HRS response to the response from the solvent
itself [8]. Because signals scale with the square of
the first hyperpolarizability, b, and because dif-
ferent sets of particles have different volumes and
different numbers of atoms, the best figure of merit
likely is b2=atom. To facilitate comparisons with
other hyper-photonic chromophores, it is useful to
define further a quantity, b0 ð¼ ½b2=atom�1=2Þ
[18,19]. For 13 nm gold particles prepared as de-
scribed here, we typically obtain b0 values of ca.
900–1000  10
30 esu based on an 820 nm incident
wavelength. For core–shell particles featuring sil-
ver mole fractions of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.57, respec-
tively, we obtained b0 values of 700, 600, and
1400  10
30 esu. These values are consistent with
substantial plasmon enhancement. While it is
somewhat surprising that the presence of a silver-
like plasmon band near the two-photon wave-
length does not lead to even larger b0 values,
theoretical studies of nanoparticle hyper-Rayleigh
intensities [34] show that b0 is most sensitive to the
electromagnetic field intensity at the particle sur-
face. This intensity does not have the same wave-
length dependence as extinction, nor the same
dependence on particle size [35].

4. Conclusions

Gold-core/silver-shell nanoparticles with 13
and 25 nm diameter cores and a range of shell
thicknesses have been prepared by aqueous ci-
trate reduction of silver nitrate in the presence of
gold ‘seed’ nanoparticles. These particles, in
contrast to alloy particles, display two distinct
plasmon absorption bands and their relative in-
tensities depend on the shell thickness – features
that are captured well by the theory. While the
observed bands resemble those seen with pure
silver and pure gold nanospheres, the core/shell
spectra are not simply linear combinations of the
pure-component spectra. Theory shows that shell
dielectric effects upon the core and vice versa,
influence the extinction spectra, causing broad-
ening, shifting, and, in some cases, damping of
dominant spectral features. Finally, the core/shell
particles show reasonably intense hyper-Rayleigh
scattering under conditions of two-photon reso-
nance or near resonance with a high-energy
plasmon band.
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